where , ,1 ef r w w w t t  l l is the thickness of plates (stiffness of its equivalent to the stiffness of the corrugated profile with the thickness t ef ) that receive circular efforts; l w,1 is the length of corrugation sweep on the corrugation plate of shell l w ; E is the elastic modulus of the material.
Equation (1) is used for the shell with the constant thickness t w regardless of the surface form. It can be both smooth and corrugate. The used simplification about constancy of thickness substantiates that numerical results solving of the differentiate equation (1) with the changeable thickness nearly do not differ from solving when t w = const if to assume the thickness of wall as the end of the shell.
By using trigonometric function, the solution for the differentiate equation (1) is the next
where C 1 , C 2 , C 3 and C 4 are constant integrations, that are defined by boundary conditions, and w * (x) is the partial solution of the differentiate equation, that is defined by analytical form of putting down the function p(x).
As it is know, deflection of shell that is defined by equation (5) is the two pairs of rapidly decayed periodical functions. Each of them decays depending on the distance from the top or lower edge. For the shells long enough that are met the demands of membrane theory of shells, both parts of equation for deflection have an independent meaning. The first part describes image of strained condition near the shell surface, and the second -on the top edge. Considering this feature and considering further shells pinched near the surface, it can be considered that C 3 and C 4 are equal to zero.
Considering two variants of solution, when p(x) = p 0 and p(x) = p 0 (1-e x ), it can be conformed the famous Yansen-Kenen's formula. In the first case partial solution w d (x) has an easy solve such as
where 0 w is an introduced designation for this equation. Constant integrations on condition are defined, when x = 0 the deflection and rotation angle are equal to zero. After a number of calculations there is
It must be pointed out that deflection of shells from the shaped sheet will be less only on A w quantity than the shells from the flat sheet (area ratio of cross-sections of shaped and flat sheets). Since the given quantity is not very different from the unit, shaping of sheets during the axially symmetric load has a quite indirect value. During the load
where =/k w is the ratio of the congruent coefficient.
General solution of the differentiate equation is quite cumbersome
Since for every sort of agricultural production the coefficient  is quite little, therefore  4 acquire lesser value. It allows to equal this coefficient to zero and to put down the formula (9) in easier form
For levels x that are detached from the shell surface, the quantity indicated in braces can be neglected and rate deflections using the equation
Parameters 0 p ,  and  have the next value in problems of barrel shells calculation
where  g , f g and  0 are the calculated value of specific gravity, frictional coefficient and coefficient of lateral pressure for food storage. It should be defined how far the levels x have to be from the shell surface and to be analyzed the effect from the shaping sheets on the given quantity. There should be performed the rate of decay speed of functions (7) and (9) with the help of crest value ratio of deflections in the range of two adjacent half-waves. Let the length of half-wave be line  =  / k w .
For the cases of constant and exponent load the decay speed is characterized by the quality 
where value 0 D is defined as
 . Perform the rate of internal efforts using the classic ratios of materials strength:
 running bending moments
 running transverse forces
The received analytic dependences have been summarized to the Table 1 , where apart from the equations for bending moments and transverse forces, the main functions of deflection and maximum value of the corresponding parameters of reaction are given.
The procedure of internal force factor receiving has to be studied additionally when the shell has a swing joint to the surface. Results in accurate mathematical statements for ( )
x M x and ( ) x Q x , when the exponent load operates, are quite cumbersome. But the used simplification about lesser coefficient  allows significantly simplify final equations. Attention to important feature of received dependences should be paid to. If the quantity of shell deflections from flat and shaped sheets is practically not different, this assertion is not true for value of bending moments and transverse forces.
For shells performed from shaped sheets, bending moments will be bigger in 2 k  times, and transverse forces -in 4 k  times. It is explicated by enlarged length of end effect zone that in k  times lesser in shells with the flat wall than with the shaped. More clearly the given feature is illustrated on the Drawing 1.
I should be concentrated on one more aspect of using the differentiate equation (1). Respectively to norms of design, such as NBS (National Building Standards) [12] and Eurocode [13] , spectrum of efforts from axially symmetric pressure of bulk material is always added by efforts from temperature differential t  . Considering that this differential does not depend on height x , the additional deflections are equal to The shell stiffened near the surface (uniform load)
The shell stiffened near the surface (exponential load)
The shell with a swing joint to the surface (uniform load) 
Thus, if to consider that p 0 = p t , then we can use all the results that were obtained earlier for the load p(x) = p 0 . Using reference data of NBS (National Building Standards) [14] we will obtain quantitative assessment of the quantity p t for steel shells. Before this, we have to put down equation (18) 
There should be considered the variant of solving differential equation (1) 
